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Moot Court Team Wins National
Competition
I

THURSDAY
NOfEJOOK

I

third tier law school we are the
Campus Editor
best trial advocates," Stewart
said. "No mathematical equaThe Howard University
tion can calculate our excelLaw School, Huver I. Brown
lence in trial advocacy." Tiers
Trial Advocacy Moot Court
with first being the best and so
Team triumphed April 2 at the
'
American
Bar Association Mock forth rank Law schools. Stew~
was actually named best advoTrial Competition when it was
cate over all competitors in the
the first team representing an
HBCU in the 15-year history of competition.
While the Huver I. Brown
the contest to take first place.
Eighteen law schools from team is composed of 20 law stuaround the nation, including dents who are in their second
the two-time reigning champi- and third year, the tournament
hosted only teams of four. In
on Harvard University, competaddition to Stewart: Adonna
' ed in this invitation only event.
Bannister, Nisha Brooks and
Chris Stewart, a third year law Derrick Simn1ons also represtudent and Huver I. Brown
team member, believes his sented the Howard Law School
Photo courtesy or !.·t oot Court Teamt
at the event.
team's win was well deserved.
.Competing against schools such as Harvard University, the moot court team made history
"It solidified the fact that
when it was the first HBCU to win American Bar Association Mock Trial Competition.
See
COURT,
News
A5
although others think '.'Ve are a
BY AYESHA RASCOE
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RESFEST ON THE WAY
WITH
RESFEST
ACTIVITIES
BEGINNING
SATURDAY,
DORM RESIDENTS ARE
PREPARING TO
DETHRONE
COOK HALL,
LAST YEAR'S WINNER.
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BLOOMING AROUND
TOWN

University Pays Tribute to Cochran
BY TAMIKA SMITH
Hilltop Staff Writer

MORE THAN JUST PRETTY
TREES. FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT THIS ANNUAL
TRADITION AND WHAT IT
SYMBOLIZES.
PAGE4
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NEW LAW PASSED
AGAINST LIGHTING UP

TO PASS A LAW BANNING
ALL CIGARETTTE LIGHTERS.
FIND OUT WHAT PROTESTORS HAVE TO SAY.
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Around noon at the flagpole on the Yard, the University held a memorial for
famed lawyer Johnnie Cochran who died of a brain tumor on March 30.

· Community members, Howard
University's students, faculty and staff
gathered Wednesday afternoon at the
flagpole for the memorial of renowned
defense lawyer Johnnie Cochran. .
"The motto of our school is
'Leadership for America and the Global
Community,' " University President H.
Patrick Swygert said. "Johnnie Cochran
defined that leadership through his law
advocacy, his social activism and his
articulation of the still unmet needs of
African Americans, Latinos persons of
all colors and ethnicities."
The memorial was lead by the Office
of the Dean of Ranldn Chapel, Bernard
L. Richardson, Chapel Assistants
President Alexis C. Logan, reverend
of campus ministry Robyn FranklinVaughn, Chairman of the Dept. of
Engl,ish Eleanor W. Traylor, thirdyear law student Chris Stewart, HUSA
See COCHRAN, News A5

Business Owners Rally for Club U
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

HU CALENDAR
April 8
LAST DAY TO DROP A CLASS
April 28
FORMAL CLASSES END

WEATHER
TODAY
PM showers
High: 72
Low: 57

Another murder in the D.C. area has
gone unsolved, but instead of trying to
find the killer, Club U, also called Coach
and IV, and go-go music have been the
target of scrutiny by many politicians.
While being escorted out of the club
on the night of Feb. 13, 31-year-old D.C.
resident Terrence Brown was murdered at
the corner of 14th and U St.
Now, the Black U Street Association
(Black USA) is doing something about it.
Headed by Executive Director Sinclair
Skinner, Howard alumni and owner of
Georgia Avenue Kleaners, Black USA is
sponsoring a citizen's rally and candle-

light vigil called "Catch the Killer, Save D.C., believes that the music is partially to
the Go-Go" in memory of Brown and the blame.
other victims of unsolved murders in D.C.
"I think the reason for so nlany killings
Additionally, the association hopes to get at go-gos is the types of crowds certain
the attention of Mayor Anthony Williams, bands attract," Hailstorks said. "Go-go
D.C. City Council Member Jim Graham music makes people want to fight, but the
and Police Chief Charles Ramsey.
clubs need to tighten up on security like
"The issue is for the police to catch the they did at the Black Hole way back when
killer of Terrence Brown," Skinner said. you couldn't even wear a bra with a wire
"Them spending all their time on the go- in it to that place because they didn't play.
go and the club is not the answer. The They took no chances but people still died
answer is doing some investigation and there too, so maybe it's inevitable."
finding out who stabbed this nlan."
Regardless of the cause, the real issue
While some may believe that go-go for the Black USA is to resolve the unsolved
is not to blame for the killings, others 1nurders and find a solution to prevent
like junior broadcast journalism major similar crimes from happening again.
Angela Hailstorks, a Maryland native and
See BUSINESS,' News A5
a host for parties at popular clubs around

Car Blazes in Front. of Bunche Center

BY ASHLEY KELLY
Deputy Managing Editor

FRIDAY
Rain
High: 60
Low: 45
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Engine problems caused a red 1995
Dodge Neon to burst into flames in front
of the Ralph Bunche Center Wednesday
around 2:30 p.m.
The car, belonging to Angela Khosa, a
junior architecture major, began smoking
minutes after she parked it.
"I parked my car around 2:30 and
smoke just started coming out of it," Khosa
said. "It was inflamed."
Betty Aikens, director of the study
abroad program in the Ralph Bunche
Center, said she was coming out of the
conference room when she saw flames and
a student feeding the parking meter and
screamed, "Get away from the car!"
According to Chantel Rivers, a student employee at the Ralph Bunche Center
who alerted emergency units, firefighters
arrived shortly after the call was placed.
"It was a pretty big blaze," said Rivers,
! · a freshman psychology major.
Sergeant Wallace Gooding of the D.C.
Fire Department said it took five minutes
to extinguish the fire.
No one was injured in the blaze.

~1ark

King· Slaff Phacographrr

Junior architecture major Angela Khosa's red 1995 Dodge Neon was set on .fire
in front of Ralph Bunche Center due to engine problems..

Khosa, who had driven the vehicle from
Virginia, said she was glad it happened on
campus instead of on busy ?th St.

"It was cool people were here to help
me because I didn't know what to do,"
Khosa said. "I still don't know what to do.

"'"·w.wjla.com

Philpot, a former Howard
football player was found
dead on Tuesday night. The
cause of death is unknown.

Football
Player
Found
Dead
BY COURTNEY EILAND &
KEVIN HARRIS
Hilltop Staff

The body of J evonte Philpot,
a former Howard University
football standout, was round
Tuesday night at the bottom of
a steep ravine along Suitland
Parkway in Maryland.
Prince George's County
Police said Philpot's body was
discovered inside of his Nissan
Maicima by children playing in
the area. The vehicle had been
overturned, but authorities said
no foul play is suspected. A
cause of death was not available
as of last night.
The 26-year-old had been
missing for 10 days. Family
members and friends searched
for his car every day until it was
found yesterday. Police also conducted two helicopter searches.
A $5,000 reward was put up for
any information on his whereabouts. Authorities said Philpot
went missing on Mareh 27 after
he visited a friend at American
University.
Friends of Philpot said news
of his disappearance spread
quickly.
"He was missing around
5 a.m. and I found out in the
afternoon that he was missing,"
said Leonard Stephens, a former teammate. "Everyone pretty
much found out rather quickly. We were a very close knit
group."
Stephens said the news of
Philpot's disappearance was
surprising.
"I was initially shocked, concerned, worried and hoping that
wherever he was, he was okay,"
Stephens said. "It's unusual
for hi1n to be missing like that.
. That's definitely not him."
The Prince George's County
See PHILPOT, News A5
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Students Anxiously Await Dorm Competitions
BY MEGAN SCHLEY
Contributing Writer

Howard University is preparing
for their third annual Residence Life
ResFest. With this year's. theme "Taking
No Prisoners," ResFest 2005 will consist of fun, games and events in which
different dorms compete against one
another to win various prizes.
ResFestwas introduced to Howard's
campus in 2003 after a long hiatus.
Residence Life faculty and staff thought
that it would be a good idea if the students got involved in a competition to
help the1n worl< on leadership skills
while allowing them to display their
athletic or strategic skills and building
new relationships.
"ResFest is the best way to get residents actively involved and learning
how to work toget}ler as a team through
the different talents and leadership
skills," Kia Davis, RestFest chair, said.
Davis also said this year will be different from the previous years because
new events have been added.
Events included in this year's fest
include Howard feud, Burr night, Game

night, Tug-o-war, dodge ball, balloon
toss, volleyball, table soccer, chess,
dominoes, swimming, track and field,
basketball, spade toun1aments, debate
and a step show. There will also be a
Mr. and Miss ResLife Pageant.
Freshman psychology major Cheree
Sims is on the Tubman Quadrangle step
team and predicts that ResFest will be
a success.
"Many residents and parents have
been anticipating the many fun activities and surprises to come," Sims said.
"This year, it seems as if there is more
competition amongst the residence
halls because everyone is really taking
it seriously."
Basketball participant from last
year, junior accounting major William
Blantan, said the best part of Rc$Fest
is how everyone gets along. However,
he also believes there are sowe downsides.
"The worst part is the anticipation,
never knowing who will be leading the
next day," Blantan said.
Senior legal communications major
Anushka St. Louis, another former
Res Fest participant, enjoys making new

friends through the competition.
"The best part of Howard's annual ResFest is the way residents work
together and also the bonds that you
form throughout this very special
week," St. Louis said.
Participants for this year's fest were
hand picked from auditions and tryouts
that took place last February.
Currently, students participating
the ResFest are rehearsing, practicing and strategizing ways to defeat last
year's ResFest winner, Cook Hall. Cook
residents won various prizes and a first
place trophy.
This year, ResFest takes place
Saturday, April 9 through Friday, April
15. Students on campus are looking forward to the excitement and anticipation of ResFest.
"I hear that ResFest is one of the
most enjoyable events that take place
on Howard's campus and that each
year the fest becomes better because
any thing is possible," Marietta Sloan, a
file Ph<ito
freshman insurance major, said.
The ResFest step show is a favored event during the week of dorm competitions. This year's step show will be held on Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
Cramton Auditorium.

YP4 Hosts Workshop, Strives to Unite Students Nationally
BY MIKE HOLMES
Hilltop Staff Writer

f"atrick Jockson· Starr Pholographtr

YP4, a branch of People for the American Way Foundation, hopes to
unify all progressive action groups in the country.

Bringing Progressive Action to
Howard Affirmative action is no longer needed because everyone has equal
opportunities. Affirmative action has
been and is detrimental to White
Americans. Affirmative action allows
unqualified people to take jobs from
those who are qualified.
These are just a few myths dispelled during the Progressive Action
Workshop held at Blackburn Digital
Auditorium last night.
The Howard Young People For,
a project of People for the American
Way Foundation, put the workshop
together.
"Our goal is to build a network on
Howard University's can1pus to unite
progressive action groups on this
campus with other progressive action
groups across the nation," Tahman
Bradley, a junior journalism major
and member of YP4, said.
A little over a dozen people attended the workshop. Junior radio, TV,
film major Patrick Ricks was one of
the first to arrive.
"College students need to be

informed," Ricks said. "We are the
ones about to graduate and need to be
up on current issues."
Sophomore finance major Lalla
Morris was one of three women to
attend the workshop. Morris helped
found Howard University By Any
Means Necessary (HUBAMN), The
Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action
and Immigrants Rights By Any Means
Necessary. Her disapproval of the
country's current administration is
her primary motivation for attending
the workshop.
"I think that the re-election of Bush
is going to have a major and possibly
devastating impact on future Supreme
Court Decisions," Morris said.
In regards to the lack of female
attendance, although she admits it is a
generalization, she feels that men are
generally more drawn to politics.
Floyd Mitchell, anotherYP4 member, and Bradley opened the workshop
by defining progressive action. They
noted affirmative action, civil rights
and the filibuster as examples.
D.\.Y. Price, a Howard alumni and
member of People for the American
Way, immediately asked the scattered
audience to come together in the first

Student Florist Opens Business on Cantpus
BY KAREN BRUNDIDGE
Contributing Writer

Shortly after, Tanya Clay, the deputy director of public policy for People
for the American, took the podium.
She, too, gave examples of how racism
affected her through her college years
and why she is so adamant about progressive action.
She criticiied and warned about
the implications of Supreme Court
Justice's Clarence Thomas disagreement with the landmark Brown decision. Clay kept her portion of the
workshop brief stating that she would
be able to expand more during the
question and answer period.
The final speaker of the evening
was Lorenzo Morris. chairman of the
political science department here at
Howard. He said his goal was to clear
up the confusion about White people
and merit.
"Some people like the inconsistencies in our society," Morris said.

Graduate Scnool
Announcem nts
IMPORTANT
GRADUATION
DATES
Friday, April 8
Ph.D.
CANDIDATES Last date on which

~enior

broadcast journalism major April Vance noticed
a demand for floral services on
Howard's campus. She obtained
a Howard vending permit, mandatory to run any kind of business on campus, and set up shop
on Valentine's Day.
Now, Sweet Petals Florists
provides
fresh
decorative
arrangements for special events
on or off can1pus including weddings, pageants, receptions,
elegant dinners, workshops and
funerals.
"I wanted to create floral
designs and make the1n available
for students," Vance said. "On
Valentine's Day in Blackburn,
we sold out of everything. We
did so well."
The business is steadily
growing, despite the fact that
she has not chosen a location
for a building yet. In the meantime, she orders the flowers
online, and then makes her own
arrangements. Fixing the flowers around the house has been a
hobby for her ever since she was
a teenager.
"Now that I'm moving
toward a more professional
level, I do actually look at books
with flower arrangements and
things of that sort," Vance said.
Diana Phillinganes, a sophomore chemical engineering
major, was very pleased with the
flowers she bought from Sweet
Petals on Valentine's Day.
"She was on time and quick,"
Phillinganes said. "I went to her
spur of the moment and she got
everything done, so I went to
her again for Easter baskets."

two rows.
"We've come to far from sitting in
the back of the bus to be sitting in the
back of the auditorium," Price said.

Thursday, May 12
Master's and
Ph.D. Graduation
Celebration
2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Clefense examinations Cra1nton Auditorium
will be scheduled. President's Reception
Im1nediately
Friday, April 22
Following,
Theses, Dissertations
Blackburn Center
and Certification
Fonns are due.
Friday, May: 6
Degree candidates
1nust obtain financial
clearance b~ this
date
Jordan Colbert·

.\\~t.

Photo Editor

Senior legal communications major April Vance Is the proud owner of Sweet Petals, a flowerarranging business she opened in January.

Even though Vance started
the business alone, she does, at
times, need the support and help
of others to make things run a
little smoother. A frequent person that helps out is junior biology major Jacqueline Smith.
"It was a lot of work and one
person can't do it by themselves,
so I just help out sometimes,"
Smith said. "I usually help with
the deliveries."
Although it was not easy to
get the business off the ground,
Vance wants other Howard students to know that it was not

in1possible either.
"If you have a passion and
a commitment, you can do it,"
Vance said.
In essence, it was Vance's
family that inspired her to start
Sweet Petals. Originally from
California, she found herself having to be a little more resourceful with her family being so far
away, and wanted to have her
own funds when it came time to
travel home.
Being a student and a businesswoman, Vance feels that
planning ahead is key and

remains organized by keeping
a planner.
"This is a job that I do Tight
here on campus, but my first
priority is always my schoolwork," Vance said.
Eventually, she plans to
have a partnership and buildings in D.C. and California. She
has also trademarked Sweet
Petals, pending a website, and
will make greeting cards that
could someday be made available in the Howard University
Bookstore.

*****************
*****************
*****************
*****************
****************
****************
********

Upcon1ing

Announcements/
Events

For further
information
.
Tuesday, April 12
concernmg
these events and
The Graduate
announcen1ents,
Research Symposium
visit the Graduate
School's \vebsite:
Blackbum Center
www.gs.howard.edu
Call 806-7636/6800
for more information.
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More Than Just Beauty: History of the Cherry Blossoms
BY TIFANY WILLIAMS
Contributing Wnter

As the season transitions

,,,,,,,,,
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Cherry blossoms bring people from all over the nation to participate in the various events surrounding their arrival.

from winter to spring and March
melts into April, the bitth of
brand new life sprouts from the
soil.
The
Cherry
Blossoms
have arrived and so has the
Washington, D.C. National
Cherry Blossom Festival.
"The entire city eats and
breathes the festival for the
two-weeks that it lasts," Justin
McClendon, a junior English
major, said.
The twd-week festival began
on ~larch 26 and will end on
April 9. On the final day ot the
festival, there will be a cheny
blossom parade that marches ak!'lg Constitution Avenue
behveen 7th and 17th streets,
and the Japanese street festival
will follows.
It's more than just a festival
to some.
"It is what D.C. is known
for besides politics" Shawna
Foster an account technician in
the Treasury office at Howard
University, said.
The Cherry Blossom Festival
is a celebration in remembrance
of 3,000 cherry trees given to
the District from the Japanese
in 1912. The gift was a symbol of
the growing friendship between
the United States and Japan.
The festival has an assortment of activities and events for
people to enjoy each year...For
the last four years me and my

friends have helped out at the
Japanese Animation convention
and there is always a huge turn
out," Alex Alred, a senior retail
marketing student at George
Washington University, said.
For Howard students who
are interested in checking out
some of these events there is a
little bit of everything for everyone.
More than a week has passed
since the opening ceremony on
March 26 that kicked of the festival. There are many events for
students to get into and have
fun. In the last week, events
like a fireworks cherrv desert
and coffee buffet were held at
Phillips Flagship restaurant.
"I went to Phillips this past
Saturday and stumbled in on the
cherry buffet. It was real good,"
Averlyn
Coates, a Howard
University School of Business
graduate, said.
There's still more to come
in the last week of the festival.
There is the blossom secret stroll
which is a tour.
It started last Saturday and
continues until this Saturday.
For the young lovers on campus who are looking for a beautiful atmosphere to have some
romantic time, this could be a
perfect opportunity.
For site seeing purposes,
students who are not from the
D.C. area can participate in the
photo safari excursion around
the Tidal Basin. Students can
pick up tour information at the
visitor center at the FDR memo-

••--.-.h•lfrM>•oJ 1h.nu

Spring is the season when many people shed their winter
clothing and go out to view the District's cherry blossoms.

rial.
On the Friday, there is
the International Drumming
Showcase that combines international drumming groups with
some of D.C. drumlines in South
Plaza at the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts.
Finally for athletes, there
is the Cheny Blossom festival
Ruby Tournament hosted by the
Washington rugby football club
on Saturday and Sunday. The
n1gby tournament is at the JFK
Hockey Field.
Soon D.C. will be showered
in pink delicate flowers every-

where once the cherry blossom
trees begin to bloom. Howard
students \vill be able to pack
their winter fashion away until
'next fall.
"That's how I view the
Cheny Blossom Festival; as a
alarm clock that spring has finally arrived," Mcclendon said.

For more information on
the festivals events students
can check out the website www.

nationalchen)'b/ossonifestival.org.

An Effort to Remember Those Lost in 9/11 Pentagon Attack
BY MIKE HOLMES
Hilltop Staff Writer

!..;1st month in Pevely, Mo.
a prototype, the idea of which
has been nearly fours years in
the making, was displayed at
the Carondelet Foundry. The
prototype is one of the 184
memorial units that will make
up the Pentagon Memorial.
Keith Kaseman and Julie
Beckman of KBAS, N.Y.
designed it. The duo's design
was selected out of 1,126
entries. The memorial will
contain 184 me1norial units,
which will double as benches, one for each passenger of
American Airlines flight 77.
The memorial units have
a distinct aerodynamic look.
Although they may serve as
benches, they look more like
detached wings. Each victim's
name will be engraved on one
of the nlemorial units. The
units will be arranged chronologically by the age of the
victims. As a result, because
some of the victims were close
in age, their memorial units
will be clustered together.
Beneath each of the memorial
units is an illuminated reflection pool.
A wall located on the site,
called the ..Age \'\Tall" will give
the illusion that it grows as
you walk through the memorial. The height of the wall will
increase in conjunction with
the age of the victim on the
memorial unit.
Trees will accent the
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Last month in Missouri a prototype of the new Pentagon Memorial was displayed. The memorial will contain 184 units
which will double as benches for each of the passengers who were killed on American Alrllnes fllght n on 9/11.

memorial, but not just any
ordina~· tree. Japanese paper
bark maples will adorn the
metnorial. The tree is unique
because the leaves turn a very
brilliant orange the early part
of September.
It will cost nearly $18 million to con1plete the memorial. "We have all of 2005

paid for and half of 2006," Jin
Laychak, president and CEO of
the Pentagon 11.1cmorial Fund,
said. According to Laychak,
since the fund started in April
2004, they have managed
to raise $6.2. million. The
Men1orial Fund also plans on
raisiug another $10 million
on top of $18 million needed

to create the memorial. The
$ 10 million will be placed in
an endowment and used lo
maintain the memorial.
The executive committee for the memorial includes
top executives from Lockheed
Martin, American Airlines,
the US Army and National
Geographic. One of the more

unique members of the committee is Linda Carter. the
actress who played Wonder
Woman m the television
series.
The memorial has garnered a number of sponsors
including the government
of the Republic of China.
Anheuser-Busch CEO Peter

Stokes was one of the first
sponsors of the memorial.
Stokes donated $1 million on
behalf of his company. Tim
O'Rourke of Fort America, a
military me1norabilia company, recently donated $5,000.
Besides some of the corporate sponsors, regular citizens
have been major contributors
to the fund. Laychak encourages all who can donate to visit
the memorial fund's website
and do just that.
There are se\'eral ways to
donate. Generla donations
are accepted. Pledge sizes
range trom patriot, which is
a donation of $25, to gold
star, which is a donation of
$5,000 or 1nore. Recurring
donations of nine dollars a
nlonth for 11 months arc also
accepted. "That's 30 cents a
day," Laychak added. A more
symbolic recurring donation
option is the nine dollars and
11 cents (9-11) a n10nth for a
year.
Laychak plans on starting
construction for the memorial
in the fall of 2006. He anticipates its completion around
spring 2008. "I'm confident
we will raise the funds necessary and complete this project
on time," Laychak said.
For additional information or to 1nakc a donation
visit \V\V\v.pentagonme1no-

rial.net.
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rfhursday, April 7

Friday, April 8

Saturday, April 9

Sunday, April 10

Monday, April 11th

9:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. Banda

7:30 p.m. Capitol Steps.
Fonner Congressional employees
pcrf01m satirical skits and songs
every Friday and Saturday in the
Amphitheater of the Ronald Reagan
Building and International Trade
Center. 202-312-1300

l 0:00 a.n1. Cherry Blossom

6:00 p.111 . National Gallery of Art

Parade.

-- Sunday Concert Series.
Free concert in the \Ve!>t Garden

7:00 p.m. NBA Basketball.
\Vashington \Vizards vs Milwaukee
Bucks at the MCI Center. 202-6283200

Travcssia.
Classical and contc1nporary
Brazilian jazz and popular 1nusic
pe1fonncd live.: at Colun1bia Station.
~02-543-0945

Parade com1ncnces on Constitution
Avenue between 7th and 17th
Streets, NW, highlighting
\Vashington 's annual Cherry
Blosson1 Festival. 202-66 1-7584

Court at the National Gallery of
Art. 202-842-694 I

Compiled from

www.c,:vcntg_11id\:~CQJ1\
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Black USA to Solve Murders Court Team National Champs
Northwest D.C.
"Coach and JV have been
In literature the Black USA targeted by politicians who
is passing out, they suggest, "... just want to advance their own
employing off-duty police offi- agendas," junior English and
cers at our clubs ...may be a part African-American major Roger
of a larger solution that would L. Roman, who is working with
enhance security of our clubs."
Skinner to help get the Howard
Another issue the Black community involved, said.
USA is dealing with is the trend "TI1e:> want to push gentrificaof closing clubs like Coach and tion and push Black businesses
JV/ Club U, whose liquor license out of business. That's all apart
was revoked in the aftermath of gentrification."
of Brown's murder and other
The Black USA is trying to
black-owned businesses that get Howard students involved in
have attributed to the grow- the cause by encouraging them
ing popularity gentrification in to sign a petition to show the
BUSINESS, from Campus A 1

liquor license board that people
in the community don't want
Club U closed.
"Howard students have
always been leaders in the
community and when you arc
talking about nice establishments and public safety issues,
Howard students arc the demographic that is most likely to be,"
Skinner said.
The rally will be held Friday
evening at 6 p.m. in front of
Club U/ Coach and JV, on the
corner of l41h and U St.

Cochran Mourned at Memorial
COCHRAN, from Campus A1

President Conrad Woody
and Dean of the Law School
Kurt L. Schmoke.
"He was more than just a
familiar face," Logan, a junior
political science major, said.
"He was a vital contributor to
our community and even our
legacy of leadership."
After the memorial service,
faculty and students reflected with one another on the
memorial service. They were
pleased with the organization
of Howard's memorial service.
"It was very much needed
as a true son of Howard," Olu
Burrell, a board assistant in
the Office of the Senior Vice
President, said. "Johnnie
Cochran did a lot for both the
Black community as well as

communities with all minorities and I think for us to pay
tribute to him is truly the least
we can do.''
Recognizing that Cochran
wasn't only a man of wealth
but also a man of principle is
what impressed some Howard
students. Students appreciate
Cochran for several reasons.
"He was one the first Black
attorneys I was able to witness growing up in California
that pioneered for AfricanAmericans civil rights," Jaron
Shipp, a third-year law student, said. "At the same time,
I was able to become financiallv successful and use those
fina~ces to re-invest into the
community.
Senior radio, TV, film
major Elliot Robinson wants
people to realize there was

more to Cochran than the O.J.
Simpson trial.
"It is always important to
recognize those who raise the
bar and reset the standard for
Blacks or what human beings
in general can accomplish,"
Shipp said. ~And being at the
Howard University, the most
prestigious Black school in the
nation, it is only right that we
pay tribute."
Provost Richard English
was pleased to see the
University come together for
such a noble cause.
"For us to come together as
a community and come together means a lot," English said.
''While are very saddened by
this, we also are joyful because
of his uniqueness and the contributions that he made."

COURT, from Campus A1

These members of the team
at the mock trial competition
were chosen through a series
of competitions. First, open
slots for the Howard's moot
court team arc filled through
an intra-school competition at
the end of the spring semester.
Once the team is chosen, in
the fall semester the members
compete among themselves to
select who will represent the
university at tournaments.
Errick D. Simmons, captain of the moot court team,
said that the tPam worked hard
to attain the recognition they
are now receiving.
wour success is due to our
faith in each other as teammates, our diligent preparation and our belief that we will
do whatever is necessary to
represent our school and our
community to the best of our
abilities," Simmons said.
What really stood out to
Simmons about the tea1n's win
was that it was in the midst
of so many other noteworthy

competitors. When the team
advanced, Simmons said the
announcer had to spell 04t the
Howard so that the audience
would not mistakenly think
that Harvard University was
being referred lo.
Competing against such
excellent teams is what made
winning all the more special to
Nisha Brooks, third year law
s tudent.
"The team we won against
was good and we were just a
little better," Brooks said. "It
wasn't a slam dunk. It wasn't
easy, we put in a lot of work,
time, and a lot of late nights."
Team member, Derrick
C. Simmons, expressed great
excitement about his participation in the event.
··we are ecstatic about
being able to contribute to the
legacy of Howard law," Derrick
said. He is appreciative of the
backing the university community has provided. "I love
Patrick Swygert for his vision,
Dean [Kurt] Schmoke for his
leadership of the law school,
and faculty, staff, and students

for their continued support."
The Huver I. Brown tean1
has competed in four competitions this year and placed
well in all of them. Another
group of Huver I. Brown tean1
members placed first in the
eastern regional competition
for the Association of Trial
Lawyers of America (ATLA).
Starting today and continuing
to Sunday, April io, the team
will be competing in the association's national competition
in West Palm Beach, Fla.
Reginald McGahee, Dean
of Admissions at the law school
and Huver I. Brown team
member, is proud of the direction that the tean1 is taking.
"As a former member to
know that excellencies still
present and is being surpasses
makes me feel great," McGahee
said. "The world knows what
we have already known, one
cannot tell by applications the
passion, drive, determination
and professionalism an individual has--we produce students with these attributes."

Football Player's Body Found
PHILPOT, from Campus A 1

Police Department has
promised to do a thorough
investigation to determine the
cause of death.
Although there has not been
a full investigation, authorities
speculated yesterday that dam-

age to the front in of Philpot's
car suggests he may have driven
off the road and crashed into
the ravine. A coroner's report is
expected to reveal more details.
After leaving
Howard,
Philpot eventually made it into
the National Football League
in 2003 where he was a wide

receiver for the New York Jets.
He was eventually waived by the
team.
Even though he was no
longer playing professionally, Philpot returned to the
Metropolitan area and coached
at the Friendship Edison Chatter
School in Washington, D.C.

We made history as the first HBCU Daily
Become part of that history and join the Nation's
Number One Collegiate newspaper!
Applications are available to pick up at
The Hilltop Office located on the P-level of the Howard Plaza West Towers
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Applications are due Friday April 15th
to The Hilltop Office.
Positions Available:
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Section Editors
Asst. Section Editors
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Copy Editors
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No More Patriot Act, Please
In an effort to prevent ual and we feel it is an infringe- seriously. We feel that if the
another terrorist attack on the ment on citizens' rights.
Bush administration was more
Furthermore, since it does attentive to previous warnings,
United States after the 9/11
attacks, President Bush '}uickly not require a search warrant the attacks could have been presigned the Patriot Act in October from a judge before ser..rching vented.
of 2001.
or investigating an individual,
If information about the
The act gives the govern- we fear it will be an open invita- individuals responsible for the
ment fewer restrictions on sur- tion for abuse among govern- attacks was gathered before the
Patriot Act was signed, we don't
veillance efforts of an individu- ment personnel.
al who they believe
see why we would
may be planning a
really need it now
terrorist attack. It
to prevent another
allows government
We do not feel the Patriot Act has attack.
officials to place a
We think the govbeen effective and therefore it
wiretap on a susernment should have
pect's phone, monilooked into other
should
not
be
renewed.
tor Internet activity
alternatives
before
and even detain an
going to extremes like
individual without
the Patriot Act.
a search warrant or
We see the
probable cause.
Government officials are Patriot Act and its proposed
Despite at least half of the given too much power with the renewal as another example of
population expressing their dis- Patriot Act and we haven't seen the United States government
pleasure with the law, the Bush any significant results to assure infringing on its citizens' rights.
administration is campaigning us that these officials need that
However, if it must be
to have the act renewed and to power to protect us.
renewed we would like to at
have more permanent proviThere
have
been least see some provisions put in
sions for the act set in place by reports that President Bush and place for more checks and balthe end of the year.
Condoleeza Rice were given ances for government officials.
We understand that the information and forewarning of
This would prevent a sysact is the government's effort to the attacks on the United States tem that does not infringe on
prevent more attacks, however, months before the September 11 peoples' rights, yet still provides
the act doesn't require probable attacks, however for some rea- national security.
cause to investigate an individ- son, the reports were not taken
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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J EROME WOODS

To all you hardworking,
tuition paying, sleepless Howard
University students, I have some
information to share with you.
Last fall I viewed my account
summary on BISON Web and
noticed there was a deferred
payment service charge fee in
the amount of $75.00 and a
late payment fee in the amount

of $50.00. I went to Student
Accounts in the Administration
Building and the attendant
explained that Howard's computer system automatically put
those fees onto my account.
The charges did not apply
to me, so the attendant removed
the fees without any questions
asked. However, one week later
I received a refund check in the
amount of $ 125.00. I noticed
the same exact fees on my

account for this semester and
received another refund check
in the amount of $ 125.00. That
is a grand total of $250.00!
Fellow students
check
your accounts and if you see
you've been charged these two
fees, go to Student Accounts in
the Administration Building.
Chances are they shouldn't be
there and you should get your
money back.
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Who Can Find a Virtuous Woman
SCOTTY MUHAMMAD

As I ride daily through the
campus of the great Howard
University, I wonder what happened to the style and dress of
mainly our Black beautiful sisters.
When the European designers of our campus and school
gear, reduce our young college
students to look like, if I might
say, prostitutes or night women,
I would have a hard time trying to find a virtuous woman. I
know you tell me it's not what it
seems but how can one tell.

There's a saying that,"! can't
tell what you represent by looking at what you present." Are
you not ashamed anymore when
your breast is revealed?
Are you not ashamed when
your buttocks are revealed and
sometimes your undenvear?
What is your point when stand
in the mirror before you leave
your place of abode and step out
into the world?
How much of you will be
revealed today? What about
tomorrow? Where is the dignity
and pride of a beautiful woman
to save something that should

only be revealed to her man?
In closing, I pray that
these and other questions will
spark seminars and workshops.
Somebody has come into this
world and has s tripped our Black
sisters down to just buttocks and
breast and made them comfortable showcasing all in the name
"being in style."
I think this issue is worth
looking into. This biblicaJ verse:
Proverbs 3 1:10 finishes with"for
her price is far above rubies."
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Celebrity Gossip Websites: News or .Nosiness
was one of the people who had the task
Contributing Writer
of clearing the Jay-Z and Free rumors
that infested the industry in January. The
A plethora of celebrity gossip websites
rumor was that Free was pregnant by
is one of the more current ('pidemics to
Jay-Z.
hit the e1,ter:ainment ;ndustl) Singers,
Allhiphop.com is a popular website
rappers, actors and actresses alike are
among students in the Howard University
all being 'victin1ized' by rumors that are
community. The website has a popular
either true, half-true or completely false.
section titled "Rumors" which is updated
Every day, entertainment informaa few times a day with the latest hearsay
lion seekers raid these websites in search
about urban music stars.
of the latest buzz that usually includes
"I would say that I visit Allhiphop.
'who's doing who' and 'who hates who'
com frequently for the latest celebrity
along the lines of information that is
news because they have proven to be
sometimes defaming to the celebrity.
credible," Shanda J.N. Roberts, a senior
TI1is past April Fools' Day, some
marketing major, said.
people in the District were shocked to
People who visit Allhiphop.com said
hear Russ Parr of the Russ Parr Morning
they appreciate the fact that the staff
Show on 93.9 WKYS play a joke that was
emphasizes that rumors are just thatstemmed from rumors.
rumors. Grouchy Greg Watkins, one of the
Parr, a well-known radio veteran,
founders of Allhiphop.com said, "rumors
got on the airwaves Friday morning and
soon turn into news... we debunked a
said Usher admitted to being bisexual on
rumor that Lloyd Banks appeared in a
his website and that this was an official
gay sex tape."
statement from the singer. After receivWatkins is referring to a recent inciing hostile phone calls from Usher's
dent that mistook Banks for a gay porn
management, Parr cleared up the rumor.
star.
apologized and explained tha~ it was only
''The rumor spread so fast through
a joke.
the 'net on onto the radio that the only
"When a credible person in enterrecourse was to bring the actual gay porn
tainment puts a rumor out and calls it
actor on Allhiphop.com to put an end to
'official' people are going to believe it,"
the rumor."
Anne B. Williams, of Black Entertainment
The staff of Allhiphop.com is also
Television's (BET) corporate communiclearing up a story that was fabricated
cations department, said. "This was a
and said to be written by staff member
rumor that people had already partially
Nolan Strong that goes in depth about
believed so it was verv easv
. to fabricate a "Princess of Crunk" Ciara being a herwhole story behind it."
maphrodite. Strong never even produced
Unlike Williams, most people are
the story, but it was quickly spread to the
unable to detect false information about
e-mail accounts of celebrity gossip-seekcelebrities and do not really care to
ing audiences with his name on it.
research and verify what they have heard,
"I don't know why people care so
and in son1e cases, have read. As a pubmuch about the lives of people they
lic relations executive for BET, Williams
BY CANDACE R. JONES

.

Popular
Celebrity
News
Websites
All Hip Hop
www.allhiphop.com
The New York News
Daily Dish
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/
gossip/
Hip Hop Game
www. hiphopgame.
com
• • • .ct bfi I) attbJ' t'\.C'Om

Pop superstar Usher Raymond was recently the butt of celebrity gossip when
•
he was rumored to admitting that he was bisexual.

don't know ... my take on it is 'get a life!"'
Brandon Duncanson, a senior advertising
major, said. "I even heard a kid say that
he heard Ciara admit her being a hermaphrodite on the Oprah Winfrey show
and Ciara h::.s never even appeared on
the show!"
An online magazine called Chronic
l\lagazine ( www.chronicmagazine.com)
has a section titled 'Gossip' that is currently featuring rumors about Ashanti,
Missy Elliot and her supposed lesbian
love interests, P. Diddy, Dame Dash,
Kin1ora Lee Simmons and many others.
Junior biology major Kimberly

Lights out On Board Flights:
New TSA Regulations
BY MORGAN NEVILLES-MOONE

psychology major. Blakely also noted that he
Contnl>uting Writer
doesn't believe that the smoking debate has
escalated to such a high magnitude. "It was
Smokers have always been allowed to light
one thing when they said ·we couldn't smoke
up in a designated areas inside airports while
in public places that weren't marked as smokwaiting for a departing flight, but this will soon
ing sections, but to say that we cant even carry
change.
lighters is ridiculous," he said.
The Transportation SecurityAdministration
Another issue brought up by the ban is the
(TSA) has previoulsy banned all lighters except
fact that the United States Postal Service has
for butane lighters in airports across the nation.
always viewed the lighters as hazardous mateOn April i41h the TSA ban will cover all lighters
rial and will not mail them. Some supporters of
including butane.
the ban use this fact to establish just why there
This new law is being implemented because
of Congress· fear that the lighters could possibly is a need to limit lighters.
"If you can't mail something that can't be
be used to ignite bombs on an aircraft.
"I actually find this move to be funny, they used once packaged, why should you be able to
finally realized that there "so called" precau- fly with it on your person?" Amber Thomas, a
tions weren't working even after 9/11 so now junior accounting major, said.
Sen. Byron Dorgan, also a supporter of the
they're fishing for new ideas in the name of
safety," Tiffany Munez, a sophomore broadcast lighter ban, cited the case of convicted "shoe
bomber" Richard Reid, who tried but failed to
news major, said.
"The new ban is expected to streamline light explosives in his shoes with matches. Had
security procedures, because in the past screen- Reid been using a lighter, he might have brought
ers had to distinguish between butane lighters down the plane, Dorgan said. Freshman nursand yPes that were banned," TSA spokesper- ing major Kenya Richards doesn't agree with
Dorgan.
son Amy Von \Valter said.
"I don't remember the case well but just
Walter also stated that the allotment on
matchbooks is being taken under consideration from the bare facts gi\'en, the issue isn't whether there was a lighter or matches involved. The
as well.
Currently each passenger is allowed to issue is that the U.S. allowed a bomb to slip
through again," Richards said.
have up to four books on their person.
Sophomore print journalism major Tenor
"I'm a smoker and I personally don't see
Okief agreed whole-heartedly with Dorgan,
the big deal about the smoking. I barely get to
the airport on time to check in let alone have a "Congress needs to find a sure fire way to
sn1oke, but to tell me I cant have my lighter is protect this country and stop adding Jaws here
complete)) wrong," said Eron Blakely, a junior and there that do nothing but invade in our
privacy," he said.

STRA\VBERRYTRUFFLE
INGREDIENTS:
t (5 oun e) package instant

vanilla pudding mix
3 cup cold milk
1 (9 mch) angel food cake,
cut in cu bee;
4 bananas, sliced
1 (16 ounce) package frozen
strawberries, thawed
1 (12 ounce) eontainer
frozen whipped topping,
thawed

DIRECTIONS:
Prepare pudding with
nulk according to package
directions. In a trifle howl
or other glass sen;ng dish,
layer half the cake pieces,
half the pudding, half the
bananas, half the strawberries and half the whipped
topping. Repeat layers.
Cover and chill in refrigerator 4 hours before serving.

Williams said, "I appreciate the websites
that have a specific section for this invalidated information because it draws a
clear distinction between the stories that
are actually hard news and those that are
not."
Because there are some websites
that fail to do the above, it is left up to
the reader how this information will be
processed and relayed to other people.
Although celebrity gossip is far from new,
it still remains a challenge that entertainment industry executives find hard to
control.

The National
Enquirer Online
http://nationalenquirer.com
Teen Purple
www.teenpurple.
com
E! Online
www.eonline.com Chronic Magazine
www.chronicmagazlne.com

Today's Daily Picks
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Survivor: Palau
8 PM ET-CBS-

Blue Collar 1V
8 PM ET -The WB-

Dear lord. thost' Ulong
kids are a sad lot \\'hat's left of
them, an:rway. You just know
that Bobby Jon and Stephenie
are praying to merge with the
Koror kids. Tonight's episode
is called "Neanderthal Man,"
and methinks the title pertains
to Bobby Jon's less-than-mannerly belching and whatnot.

The
men
of "Blue
As a longtiml' fan of the
Collar TV,.. comedians Jeff newsmagazine genre, I find
Foxworthy, Bill Engvall and shows like "Primetime Live"
Larry the Cable Guy, are back informati\·e
and
interestwith a new episode all about ing. fve spent many a Friday
"Health." Comedy sketches night watching "20/20~ (in
sure to tickle your redneck its Walters/D0\\11S heyday) funny bone include "Beer - which is sad, really. But as
Goggles" and "Gymnastics." an authority on these shows,
Additionally,
the
Martin I can safely suggest you watch
Brothers enjoy a fatnilyreunion then1, even though tonight's
and the Redneck \Vord of the topic was · till · 1 l\'stel)' as of
Day is "falafel. ..
this writing.

Jake in Progress
SPMET-ABCJake (John Stamos) finds
himself put to the test when
Naomi (\Vendie l\1alick) prods
him into throwing her a "surprise" birthday party meant to
help soften her "dragon lady"
image in tl1e office.
The party will help, for
sure! Things go from painfully bad to worst· when Jake
accidentally admits to an
influential New York City gossip columnist just how difficult it is to ha\'e Naomi as a
boss. Naturally, the columnist
threatens to print it -- which
throws Jake into panic mode.
He is a PR person; I bet he can
spin it around. Ian Gomez and
Rick Hoffman also star.

Prirnetime Live
10 PM ET -ABC-

Tru Calling
9PMET-FOX-

Project Greenlight
10 PM ET -Bravo-

Harrison (Shawn Rea\'es)
and Davis (Zach Galifianakis)
throw a surprise birthday party
for Tru (Eliza Dushku) at the
morgue. Unfortunately, as the
party geLc; into full S\ving, the
lights go out and a female part:ygoer is killed. Tru's day then
rewinds without her knowing
who the real victim was.

Can this horror film project find success? I doubt it. But
it'll be entertaining to watch
Chris Moore yell at his minions. Additionally, in tl1e movie
they're making stars Balthazar
Getty; I '' cnt to sleep-nway
summer camp \\ith him back
in the day. He had spikey hair
and all the girls liked him
(including yours trul) ).

Courtesy of www.yahootv.
com
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Bruised
Shin,
Bruised
Ego
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

Kobe Bryant could only sit
• and look through his fingers that
were spread across his face as
the final moments ticked away.
Crunch time had arrived and he
wasn't on the court, he wasn't
on the bench, he wasn't even
wearing yellow. Crunch time had
come and his team lost its n th
game in 12 match-ups. Crunch
time had come and he was
injured. Crunch time had come
and he was just another NBA
star unable to lead his team to
the promise land.
Bryant's shin bruise was
enough to keep him out of his
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team's important game against
With the departure of Shaquille O'Neal and former coach Phil Jackson, the Los Angeles Lakers failed to make the playoffs for the first time in 11 years .
the Sun's on Tuesday night; a
The Western Conference defending champs lost for the 11th time in 12 games when they lost to the Phoenix Suns o n Tuesday night. This is just t he
game that the Lakers duly lost
fourth time in the history of the Los Angeles franchise that the team will not be making a playoff run.
125-99. What could be hurting
more after the drubbing, is his
ego.
So, there will be no playoff
run for the Lakers in 2005, no
championship ring for Bryant
and no solace for Laker fans
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who waived goodbye to Shaq at
Contributing Writer
the end of last season only to
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see him turn around a stunted
Sports Editor
fv1ost of the time a leader is heard calling plays
Miami Heat team.
or leading stretches, but on the Howard women's
In the meantime, Bryant's
lacrosse team, there is a Bison who may not be the
The Howard University
image has taken a beating as the
loudest but leads the herd just the same.
Lady Bison continued their
Lakers have gone from winning
Ifetayo Blissett, known to her friends and famwinning ways yesterday when
their conference to becoming
ily as Ife, found her love for lacrosse in the eighth
they swept the University of
the latest spectators of the seagrade. The Jamaican descendant and youngest
Maryland Eastern Shore Lady
son. Since when do the Lakers
child of four, ran track and played tennis in high
Eagles in a two-game set.
"'We came out a little flat
get eliminated from the playoff
school, but it would be lacrosse that would reward
In the first match-up,
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hunt? Since when do playoff
her with a scholarship and introduce her to the
freshman sensation Dale and if we played with a little
lfetayo
Blisset
is
an
emotional
leader
for
the
caliber tea1ns get eliminated on
Mecca.
McNeil pitched a shutout in more intensity I don't think we
Bison.
April 5?
A native of Long Island, N.Y., Ife now plays
a 2-0 win. The play of the would have been playing from
After swallowing a humbling
defense for the Lady Bison. "Uplifting and deterWhen not on the lacrosse field Ife can be
game came when centerfielder behind," explained catcher
mined", is how fellow teammate and New Yorker found partying with her teammates. "We are a defeat at the hands of the Detroit
Debbie Lee made a spectacu- Tracy Javier late yesterday
Shanon Morris described Ife. "She always tries to close team, we have fun together and we have each Pistons in the 2003-2004 NBA
lar diving catch in the cen- afternoon. "Our pe1formance
ter-left field gap as the Lady was a little disappointing but
stay positive," Morris said.
other's backs," she said. She also enjoys watching Finals, the Lakers were disbanded but held on to their centerThe pressure and frustration of sports can get movies and just being a normal college student.
Eagles had runners in scor- we managed to pull out the
to most athletes, but Ife never buckles. Cherelle
After college, Ife wants to volunteer with piece. After all, this is Kobe's
ing position and two outs. The win." Javier also had threw
Jones, an audio major as well as friend and tean1- the Organization for International Development team. Shaq left for Miami, Phil
catch preserved both the shut- out a potential base stealer
mate of Ife said, "She will never yell at you, she alongside her mother and father. She hopes to left to write a book and hope flew
out and the win for the Lady and had a solid game behind
the plate.
leads by example." Jones continued, "If she does work in the school system as an occupational out the window. What was left
Bison.
McNeil did not surrensomething on the field, you do it too because you therapist and work with children. "It's important behind was Kobe's poor public
In the second game,
know you can trust her."
for me to help people who can't help then1selves," persona, a team full of holes and
Howard trailed 3-1 until the der a run the entire afternoon
Ife is a sophomore occupational therapy Ife said. "I want to see some things change in third a lot of false hope.
bottom of the seventh inning and has continued her stelAt 12 games out of ninth
major, she holds a 3.1 GPA, is a member of the world countries."
when the team rallied to tie lar start to the season. The
NAAC, CSA and New York club, but still manIfe is in no way the loudest player on the field, place in the West, the Lakers are
it up and send the game into Lady Bison next play Morgan
ages to make time to hang out and joke around but her presence is strong and her confidence is one of the most ordinary teams
extra innings. Starting pitcher State University on Saturday
Mya Spencer was replaced in in Baltimore.
with friends. "She always has been silly," Morris evident. "Attitude reflects leadership" is one of the in the NBA. However, the wakethe seventh inning by Game 1
chuckled, "She has a child like sense about her, quotes Ife lives by. She may be a silent leader, but up call, no matter how rude,
winner Dale McNeil.
but when its time to step up, she's always there for as a starting Bison defender, Ife's opponents will might actually work in favor of
the Lakers.
have to work hard for each and every goal.
- - - - - " ' · - - - - - - - -"'"'- - - you." Morris added.
This is Kobe's team and
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Opening Credits: 2005 MLB Season Underway
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Pitcher Livan Hernandez, left, looks Baltimore Orioles Sammy Sosa, left,
on as Kenny Loston rounds the
greets former Oriole great Cal Ripken,
bases after hitting a home run for
right, before the start of t he Orioles
the Phillies in the National's first
opening day game against the Oakland
game. Hernandex was roughed
A's on Monday in Baltimore. Ripken,
up by the Phillies on opening day
who played 19 seasons for t he Orioles,
as the Phillies went on to win in
also owns the club's minor league sin·
historic fashion. The Nationals do
gle 'A' team. Sosa, meanwhile, is hop·
not return to play in a home game
ing to ressurect his career in Baltimore
until April 12 when they take on the after steadily declining statistics as a
Diamondbacks.
Cub over t he last few years.
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By Al Behrman - The Associated Press

Members of the San Diego Padres line Cincinnati Reds' outfielder Ken
up down the third base line while the
Griffey Jr. hugs former teammate
Colorado Rockies queue up along first Mike Cameron ahead of their
base to mark opening day ceremomatchup on Tuesday. Griffey has
nies as the Rockies host the Padres
been riddled with injuries since
in Coors Field in Denver on Monday.
being traded to the Reds five
The Rockies have one of the youngest years ago. Griffey, who is one of
teams in baseball and will be hoping
the game's most prolific hitters, is
to remain a contender in the strong
eyeing a healthy 2005 season and
Natio nal League West Division as the
hopes that he can add to his allseason wears on.
time home run total.

Laker fans expected the city's
golden boy to lead his team to
the playoffs. What needs to be
answered now for the Lakers is
who will be playing alongside
Bryant next season. The 20042005 Lakers are not a playoff
caliber team and only Lamar
Odom can be mentioned in the
same circle as Bryant.
Odom and Bryant, however,
faired poorly together this year,
as both need the ball to be successful. For the Lakers to be successful, Bryant needs a sidekick.
There are few players in
the league though who can fill
that role of championship sidekick. There are few players in
the league who want to play the
role of John Stockton or Scottie
Pippen. There are few who can
play with Bryant and be successful. Next to Allen Iverson, he
must be the most difficult NBA
star to play alongside.
So, Kobe's dream of leading
the Lakers to the NBA Finals
in the P.S.E. (Post-Shaq Era)
is a dream deferred. A dream
deferred until he finds a supporting cast.

